Link it to the world.....

Stretch it

love.....

The bitterness inside...
Growing......

When you  Seen...

Too much......
Too Young......
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Soulless is everywhere....
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I've seen how much you are worth
How much are you worth...

How much are you worth...

Cause you've seen...
Soulless is everywhere...

Wasting our last chance...

Too much...

Too young...

Chorus alteration of pace

\( \text{Tempo} = 160 \)

Destroy the spineless!!!...

Wasting our last chance...
Just break the silence.....

D) Interlude

\[ \text{\textit{j}} = 165 \]
Yeah link it to the world!!!

Stretch it like a birth squeeze

The love....

Is growing like the newborn....
Soulless is everywhere...

When you've seen

Too much..

Too young...

Soulless is everywhere...

Chorus 2

Destroy the spineless...

Wasting our last chance...to get away
Ahhh just break the silence!!....

Away from you!!!!

$J = 170$

Yeah!!!!